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Hopper motorplex reviews

by Andy Whalen of Raleigh, NC November 07, 2019Although my experience has fortunately (apparently) been contrary to most I need to share. I bought a car remotely, with no sight. I've bought nearly a dozen this way over the last 15 years, and I've taken my chances. And of course, buying invisible view comes with risk, so I usually limit
myself to vehicles from major dealerships or reputable used car stores like this, and ask a series of questions that should cover typical wear issues and, if applicable, typical model failures for the particular car that interests me. The car I received had a number of problems that were not shared in advance. Most of them were minor, but one
was about a system that I had specifically requested - repeating the error would only have required driving the car from one side of the lot to the other. The car also has a cheap spare exhaust, which, in fact, has ruined the experience of driving it. Of course, for high-end German cars restore the OEM exhaust will cost thousands. I
contacted the seller, who took 3 days to respond. I told him clearly that the car was used and had no warranty and I don't expect such a thing, but given the distance out of compliance with normal condition of the car is - especially since it has shabby after-sale exhaust and that what clearly constitutes a major change was not shared with
me before the purchase , would they be willing to help me make it whole, or buy back the car? I'll pay for the return shipment. He said it was as indicated. Indeed, a pity. I asked if he had discussed it with management and if so, is the official response to my request to help me get it right, or to get back in the car, is no. I received no
response. It's a shame, for three reasons. First, I gave them every opportunity to talk to me and reach a reasonable agreement that we could both accept. Second, this is a clear breach of trust, and trust is the currency of credibility in this market - if you sell a car online, you can't sell a high-end luxury sedan that appears on the buyer's
sidewalk sounding like a teenager just passed his last paycheck from the fast food joint and used thermal tape to tie a $50 cant a '91 Honda Civic. This kind of obvious major mechanical change may or may not be legally required to be reported, but it is a fairly intentional omission to a buyer who has not seen the car but trusts you based
on the reputation of sending a which is 'whole'. Third, and probably the worst of all, is that there will never be an easier buyer than me. There were a handful of other pretty obvious problems that I found immediately. I've already settled half of it. The rest, a few hundred dollars and a few weekends and I'm going to fix them. Yes, I do all my
own work. And I am both willing and able (and even interested) to find a creative solution. If they bought parts for me, I'd install them myself. I'd accept a worn exhaust. My requirements are not and I'm a car guy - I do all my work myself - I collect cars - and again, the dealer's response is to decline and then finally just ignore and deny the
problem. I'm even willing to put a few thousand in it - either to sort it out (normal sorting costs) or just get the car back to them to dispose of what they want. Emptor warning. I shouldn't have trusted them, although in the dozen give or take car purchases online so far, I've never had anything so blatant slide through. I am willing to take the
partial blame for assigning more confidence than was deserved, and paying some of the cost of doing things properly. But the dealer simply chose not to answer at all, let alone respond correctly. It's unfortunate. The lesson here is, you will need to see and drive Hopper Motorplex's car yourself. Unfortunately, you can't trust the sales team
of this car to share pretty obvious things. Consider the distinct possibility that a car you buy online will come up with an undisclosed problem or change. Customer ServiceQuality of RepairBuying ProcessOverall FacilitiesShopped for a used carDoes Not recommend this dealer. I bought a vehicle. Getting fair and honest value for your
exchange vehicle has never been easier than at Hopper Motorplex. Our process will let you know the value of your current vehicle without any hassle or tricks you will face at other dealers. How to evaluate your business in McKinney, TX We have partnered with a service known as Trade-In Valet to make our trading process the easiest in
the world. It all starts with providing information about your vehicle. The best way to do this is to provide us with the VIN, or vehicle identification number. If you're not sure about THE VIN, you can manually fill in information about your vehicle, including the current mileage. Answer a few more questions and we can give you fair and honest
value for your vehicle. The key is to be honest throughout the process so that our offer matches the vehicle itself. Get the best deal on your business at Hopper Motorplex in McKinney, TX We are proud to be a used car dealer. This means that our staff knows brands and models of all kinds and our process is set up with market
considerations in mind. Other dealers may try to rip you off to earn more money for themselves. We are the opposite and our reputation speaks for itself. Trade-In Valet is the reason we have kept our dealer away from the We don't just give your car eye exam and give you a number. This is a formula that compares your car to comparable
models in the used car market. This speeds up the process and also allows you to present yourself with a clear number in mind when looking for your next round. There are no surprises other than the fact that we are so transparent. Apply for used car financing in McKinney, TX Request for financing on a used car is yet another thing
made easy for you at Hopper Motorplex. The process begins with our application that can be filled in minutes. Send the form and a trusted member of our finance team will immediately start finding the perfect plan for you. Shop our impressive inventory of used cars in McKinney, TX Our dealership has a diverse selection of used vehicles
from a variety of manufacturers. Looking for a dynamic Audi SUV? What about a powerful Ford truck to handle your off-road adventures? We have them and more and employ a seasoned sales staff who know their business. Dealers who sell a brand may lack knowledge when used vehicles show up on their land. This is not the case at
Hopper Motorplex and our bilingual staff is there to make sure you see all the cars you need until you have a decision. Contact Hopper Motorplex in McKinney, TX Today Our dedicated team is here to answer any questions you may have when getting an evaluation on your trade. Satisfied with the process and ready to talk about buying
your next vehicle? Call us or stop today and our expert staff will help you get into your next dream car. Associate Seller (former employee) - McKinney, TX - May 22, 2017i worked at this dealership for a few years, nothing wrong to say about it, they have an incredible inventory, if you're looking for something special that you can't find
anywhere, they'll most likely have this useful review? Back Sales Department A dealer's rating is calculated by averaging ratings of reviews received over the past 24 months I recently purchased a 2016 Rubicon from Hopper. It's... - Scott I recently bought a 2016 Rubicon from Hopper. This is the 2nd vehicle I bought from them. The
experience was exceptional both times. I can honestly say that I will buy from them for all my vehicle needs. Ernie and the other staff there are extremely easy to deal with and they treat me more like a family than just another guest. They have my whole heartful support Read more Just bought. Used 2016 Can Am Spyder. Tristton was
the... - Luisntex just bought. Used 2016 Can Am Spyder. Tristson was the salesman. Sorry to say, but Triston was very ill-informed. Pretty much all the questions were answered with, It's in the manual. On the way back after taking gas, I couldn't get the key out. I called Triston. He pretty much said understand and you bought it as it is. I
pushed him and he gave an answer that helped me, but I wasn't impressed. I ordered a manual from the owner. Read more Up hand the worst dealer experience I've ever had... » - Hands down the worst dealer experience I've ever encountered! After signing documents and agreeing on an agreement, the seller made me take the vehicle
home for the weekend. Said bring it back Monday for inspection and detail. Four hours after the vehicle fell, the seller called and said that all aspects of the agreement had changed and wanted another $10,000 less (with my $35,000 exchange on a $49,000 vehicle...). Over the next 2 days, I spoke to various managers and was to all the
senses. It took over a week to get the $2k I put down initially. Not to mention when I was given the vehicle, it had no fuel; and was never refunded the $50 I put in the tank. I went 2 weeks later, was approved within 5 minutes of application and with $0 less, was given more for my business and a better financial institution! I highly
recommend staying away from these guys! Read more I bought a 2019! Tesla Model 3 by Kyle at Hopper... - dcgood I bought a 2019! Kyle's Tesla Model 3 at Hopper Motorplex invisible view because I didn't want to fly from Albuquerque to Dallas during Corona time. Kyle took some very nice outdoor videos and trainees from my car and
was very responsive via texts and phone calls during the process. I received the car that was transported to Albuquerque and I was very happy with how nice the car was and I felt the whole experience was very positive  Read more It was the best car buying experience we have ever... - lisaswiney32 It was the best car shopping
experience we've ever had!!!! Kyle Field is an incredible salesman. They met all our needs. WE WILL DO FUTURE BUSINESS WITH HOPPER MOTORPLEX!!! We give them a perfect score! Read more It's been 2 weeks since we bought a new/very light... - E. Danner It's been 2 weeks since we bought a new/very light truck usually. We
are always amazed!.... Kyle to Hopper was fantastic to work with. With everything that's going on with Covid and the fact that we live in Austin, everything has been done by phone or email. Kyle was very generous with photos, details and communication; everything we needed before driving up to Mckinny was done, so when we arrived it
was moving fast (which I appreciate very much), and we were in and out within 45 minutes.... Yeah 45 minutes!! Kyle was prepared when we arrived and he's straight ahead, nice, and to the point. I have not seen a single vehicle for sale that was not high-end and pristine. If you want honest and quick with customer service that respects
your time doing to Hopper and see Kyle, you won't be disappointed. 2 weeks later, I'm still impressed and will be looking for my next car in Hopper :) Read more Buy my Challenger Hellcat 2016 from Kyle was by far ... - dwcarli Buy my Challenger Hellcat 2016 from Kyle was by far the best car buying experience I've ever had. It's worth
going to OKC. Not everyone was nonsense and very professional. Read more Very good experience - Bob I had to replace a vehicle that had been totaled in a collision a rock on a mountain highway. Even though I was from outside the area, I found a car that seemed to meet my needs. I called and Randy became my salesman. He was
excellent! He answered all my questions; he was professional, courteous, competent, without any pressure. He seemed really concerned about making my transaction a very good transaction - and he succeeded. Since I was traveling from the area, I didn't get the opportunity to experience the actual car until I arrived The dealer. The
photos that had been provided to me were accurate and the car was exactly as the description had indicated. Mechanically, the car is in excellent shape and I hope to drive it for a long time. Thank you for a great deal. Read more Kyle was awesome. I've never had such a good experience... - Yale Kyle was awesome. I've never had such
a good experience buying a vehicle. I live in NJ so the whole transaction was done by phone and email. These guys just get it and know how to get things done. I'm buying Kyle my next vehicle, too!!! Read more Bought a 2018 LC 500 Lexus from Randy and have to say... - michaelmills350 Bought a 2018 LC 500 Lexus from Randy and I
have to say they are among the easiest group of people I've ever worked with. Thanks for the great experience and the Randy car. Read more
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